
 

we will continue our investigation of minimum time problems

by looking at the rendezvous of spacecraft in low earth

orbit

Consider the relative motion of 2 vehicles described by
the planar CWH equations

x Axtbu A is 4x4 b is 4 1

The goal is to drive the system from an initial state

to the origin in minimum time w bounded control

Note that I've written the control influence matrix as

lowercase b indicating that the control is a scalar An
immediate question is can a 2 d system be controlledby
a single control

To answer this question we need to look at the controllability

matrix

C b Ab Atb A'BJ which is 4x4

If this matrix is full row rank 4 then the system is
controllable



Let's first assume that b 0,011OTT That is there is

control on in the local vertical direction Then

rank c 3

and the system is not controllable

Now assume that b 0,010,1ft Then

rank c 4

and the system is controllable Now that we know the

system can be controlled let's analyze optimal solutions
As always we begin by writing the Hamiltonian endpoint

functions

H To It Anbu
c vt xf o

The costate a transversality conditions are

7 Atd If V Hf O



The pointwise minimum condition is

er Ibu II II'ssing Ib 0

Let's see if the singular case can occur i e is it

possible for Itb to be zero on a non trivial interval of
time

Suppose 7Tb 0 on an interval It tzJ Then by
differentiating we get

Itb 0

Itb ft Ab O

Ab ItA2b 0

ITA b 1 Asb 0

We can stack these up in matrix form

b Ab Aib A'b TJ O

57 0



Note that if C is full row rank then CT is full column
rank That is its null space is trivial and the only
solution is 7 0

If 7 0 anywhere then it is equal to zero everywhere since
it is the solution of a homogenous ODE

0

At the final time H To Anbu D 70 0

This violates non triviality Thus singular solutions cannot
occur and the optimal control is bang bang

How would things have changed if the system had two
controls

I Ax b u bcuz

The analysis would be very similar but we would now

require both controllability matrices

C bi Ab A2b A3b

bz Abz AZbz A3bzJ

to be full row rank This is left as an exercise for you



Let's now consider the rendezvous of three vehicles The

new system dynamics A BT are

A I f 5 bo Ia I
where A b are the same as above By defining

B 51 ba

it is a simple matter to show that

C E B AB FBI is full row rank

but I 5 A5 J is not

and I 52 Abi J is not

As a result we cannot rule out singular solutions
Theorem 6 5 in the book by Athans Falls tells us more

solutions to this problem must be singular

The book by Athens toFalls also has a nice discussion on

existence uniqueness



Let's suppose for concreteness that U2 is singular Just because
it is singular doesn't mean that uz I I Singular
solutions can also be bangbang

In fact LaSalle has a famous theorem known as the

bang bang theorem If any solution exists then a

bang bang solution also exists

How you find the singular solutions or this magical bangbang
solution isn't so obvious Maybe this is why so many authors

ignore them I

My MinimumTime Rendezvous paperfrom 2014 provides
one way of finding the bang bang solution

How can we find the singular solution s A typical

approach is to differentiate the switching function until
the control appears and then solve for it

Ib D

gTb zTATb 0

For this problem the control will never appear Thus
we don't have an analytical way to solve for the control



In other words we don't know how to write u ULI

An effective approach here is to disorotize and solve

directly The figure below shows a control for two vehicles
to rendezvous It is clearly bang bang



The figure below shows the optimal controls for 5 vehicles
to rendezvous The controls are singular but still bang bang

They were found using Yalmip and a procedure described

in my 2014 paper



To summarize

Some problems do not have singular solutions We

often prove they don't using a controllability condition

Some problems do have singular solutions e.g the

rendezvous of many spacecraft
when the solution is singular the optimality
conditions don't allow you to directly solve for the
control At times they don't give any useful info
In these cases direct methods are useful


